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Two hundred full-color photographs complement a stunning survey of the remarkable domestic

architecture and interior design of seaside cottages on all three coasts of the United States, from the

shores of the Pacific, to the beaches on the Gulf of Mexico, to the coast of the Atlantic. 15,000 first p
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Wherever they are located, seaside dwellings share several common traits. These hearty homes

are crafted from tried and true materials that age gracefully in the sea air and reflect local building

traditions and styles. They balance the storms of winter with the peaceful days of summer and

maximize beautiful views whatever the season.Cottages on the Coast presents an extensive variety

of homes from sea to shining sea. Linda Leigh Paul selected more than 25 examples from

Bainbridge Island, to Big Sur, from the Florida Keys, to Tybee Island, and north to Maine. You will

be captivated by hundreds of beautiful photographs of vernacular exteriors and very personal

interiors.Cottages on the Coast stands out because the interiors and exteriors exude a lot of

personality, and they seem authentic and attainable. New England is well represented with houses

in Maine, Martha's Vineyard, and Nantucket. The tranquil cover image, Treasure Cottage on Key

West is truly a cottage at a mere 500 square feet. Treasure Cottage is filled with the owners

carefully arranged antique collection, which does not clutter the small space but gives the home so

much personality. Other examples, a modernist cottage designed by a Frank Lloyd Wright pupil in

Carmel, complete with loads of natural light, and built-in furnishings. Or a cottage recently built on a



private island in the Puget Sound, built on a solid rock foundation, with enormous interior beams to

withstand the fiercest storms, decorated in a simple manner re-using found materials such as

driftwood for a mantel and stair case railing.Cottages on the Coast will be a source of inspiration for

readers who are considering rehabbing, designing, or decorating a seaside dwelling. Or if you are

an avid armchair traveler Cottages on the Coast will fill you with travel ideas for your next coastal

break.

When I picked up this book I was surprised to find it so filled with a wonderful variety of cottages.

Cottages on the Coast is a small and wonderful glimpse of styles around the coasts of the United

States. A small "photo album" near the beginning shows early pictures of some of the cottages that

are featured later and as those same cottages appear today. A great selection of cottage styles,

representing different regions of the country, are fascinating with their accompanying stories. This is

a book I will go back to over and over again, to look up something I remember, to find something

new and to just plop down with it in my lap for pure beach imaginings. I love this book!

Great source of architectural interior details and inspiration for small residential structures.

I love to read and I love houses on the water. When I need to relax I grab this book. It has also

given me some ideas to use in my own home to give it that cottage look. Very inspirational and easy

to read.

"Cottages on the coast" really describes fair harbors and secret shores as promised. It also gives

pictures of very different but equally charming and elegant buildings, both exterior and interior. The

locations are different (three coasts of the United States), as are the owners. Pay special attention

to the cottage that once belonged to Tennessee Williams. A wondeful book to enjoy or give

someone as a gift.
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